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What is QR2id?

KEY POINTS
 QR2id Codes are transferrable
(with authority), so indelible
marking with QR2id does not
reduce the resale value of the
asset

 Prominent property marking is an
eﬀective deterrent against theft.

 QR2id Codes provide a convenient
and secure way to recover lost
property

 QR2id Resilient Sticker/Stencils
are an extremely convenient way
to mark assets

 Store manuals, procedures, MSDS
and other information in the
QR2id Account and make this
available when the QR2id Code is
scanned or only when logged in

 Be noti ied by email and/or SMS*
when an item is found and/or
when a QR2id Code is scanned

 Customisation available,
including incorporating external
asset management codes on QR2id
Stickers
Technical Data
 Tamper evidence: Brittle removal
 Adhesion to steel: > 1.8 N/cm
 Temperature range: -50 to 270 C
 Humidity resistance: ++
 Chemical resistance: ++
 Abrasion resistence: ++
 UV stabilisation: ++
NOTE: All the QR2id Codes are ready to use in
“Contact Mode” when they arrive. You don’t have to
do any more con iguration, unless you wish to do so.
*SMS Service is optional for QR2id Personal Accounts
and included with QR2id Corporate Accounts. Fair use
provisions apply before a top-up of SMS credits is
required.
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QR2id is a new system for property marking and personal identi ication. QR
Codes (two dimension bar-code ~ QR stands for “Quick Response”), can be read by
free applications available for most Smart Phones and are starting to become more
common in advertising and other applications. When someone scans a QR2id Code
with a Smart Phone, the phone opens a web-browser which is transferred to a
dynamic web page on which there is information the owner wishes to display in
relation to that speci ic QR2id Code and/or a form to contact the owner via the
QR2id Service (email or SMS).
QR2id stencils, stickers, tags, discs, and labels may be attached to assets of any kind
in corporate and personal applications¹. The objective is that a person inding an
item that has been lost by its owner (or stolen) can contact the owner by scanning
the QR2id Code, or if they don’t have a Smart Phone, they can just enter the Serial
Number at the QR2id.com website and be directed to the contact page.
QR2id Resilient Sticker/Stencils oﬀer an exceptionally robust method of asset
identi ication. As the name suggests, each Resilient Sticker/Stencil incorporates a
stencil that enables assets to be indelibly marked with unique QR2id Serial
Numbers; delivering crime prevention and theft deterrence.

QR2id Resilient Sticker/Stencil
QR2id oﬀers far more than just property marking. With QR2id you can record
details of the item in a secure on-line database that is managed via your account.
There is no need for double entry if you have your own corporate asset
management system; just enter what you want to display when the QR2id Code is
scanned, such as the Asset Number and perhaps details of to whom the asset is
issued.
You can save yourself the cost of separate asset stickers, or if you have already
applied an asset sticker and it is removed, the scannable QR2id Sticker or indelible
QR2id Code can be used to quickly and easily identity the asset ad obtain applicable
information. As QR2id Codes are transferrable, this does not reduce the value of
the asset for resale, but does signi icantly reduce its attractiveness to a thief.
Upload photos, manuals, Material Data Safety Sheets, and any other documents you
might need to locate. Then set whether these are available when the QR2id Code is
scanned or accessed via the QR2id.com website, or if they are only accessible when
logged into yourQR2id Account.... it is your choice and each QR2id Code can be
separately con igured.
QR2id Resilient Sticker/Stencils are manufactured from an extraordinary material
that is resistant to extremes of temperature, chemicals and abrasion, as well as
being almost impossible to remove once the adhesive is set. A marking compound,
laquer or ink can be applied through the stencil holes in the sticker to transfer the
QR2id Code Serial Number to the item being marked.
Marking property with QR2id Resilient Sticker/Stencils is an extremely convenient,
and robust alternative to other methods. QR2id combines theft deterrence and lost
property recovery with information management, which means you always have
access to what you need, when you need it, such as MSDS and operation manuals.
¹NB: The properties of the materials from which assets are manufactured diﬀer signi icantly, which means that in order to achieve indelible marking, the
compound/laquer used must be compatible. It must be noted that most marking/engraving can be removed by chemicals and/or abrasives, but takes
eﬀort and reduces the resale value for a thief, making marked property less attractive to steal in the irst place.
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